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Abstract 

Teaching is used as a tool for human Evolution which has diversed from pulse topulse. In Ancient days, there was Gurukul learning 

method, which constitutes empirical learning. Predominantly, It’s course positioned with materials based on astronomy, medicine, 

philosophy, political science, economics, religion, yoga, physical education, defence studies. A Gurukul is an Institution which places 

disciples alive besides with their tutor called as Guru. Later, Guruul teaching metamorphose into classroom teaching. Because of 

world’s transformation, classroom teaching alters into e- teaching. The objective of the study is to scrutinize and distinguish about these 

two methods. The research absolutely answers the question anent analyzing the Tenacity of classroom teaching and e-teaching. 
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English language Teaching attributes to the liveliness and 

association of teaching English to non-inherent speakers. 

It consists plethora amounts of method which constantly 

changing over by time. 

“Another trend is towards online learning and 

training for students and teachers. Many 

resources are available on the internet so 

students feel less inclined to ask a teacher for 

help in person these days.” (TEFL D13) 

 These citations proves the trends of teaching when 

the thing changes their attribute also change as well. 

Similarly it was happened in teaching system. 

“The first dealty preschool suggested here is the 

nuclear family type. I have called this model the 

“Gurukul type”. Since the Sanskrit term Gurukul 

are fers specifically to “the house” or extended 

family of gurus.” (EVTVSCM79) 

 It confirms about gurukul teaching. Therefore such 

type of school are used to thought Vedas in Hinduism. 

Before Gurukul teaching commute into classroom 

teaching; It is not accessible in existent situations brings 

the outrage of aspirant and some appropriates of the 

Gurukul system, Neverthless fundamental precepts of the 

Gurukul education. As it may be assimilate to constitute 

skilled human in comparison to the current education 

created knowledge barge. Momentarily, Macrocosm 

changes makes classroom teaching transpose into e- 

teaching. 

“Additionally, classroom discipline is absolutely 

necessary for in stilling a sense of responsibility 

and maturity in the students. Each time a teacher 

works with children in an effort to modify their 

behavior, both parties should be able to observe 

and better understand what is being expected of 

them.”(MCBD14) 

 Classroom teaching creates cerebral atmosphere 

which helps the students to study better. If there is a peace 

in life. Indeed, he can do anything. So that classroom 

teaching creates a peaceful atmosphere for the students. 

Moreover it brings the individual growth and elevation. 

Consequently, it improves the behaviors of the students. 

 Classroom teaching, circumscribe the asset of the 

backdrop of one traditional classroom which require a 

assured plenty of students to be efficacious 

eavesdroppers. As well as associate with in that learning 

ambiance. The learners and tutors requires to be 

substantially existent in the classroom. Meanwhile, it 

attributes an unblocked transaction of perception, 

confronting co-operation and endures acculturation amid of 

the learners and the tutors. By the way of synergy, self-

assessment and form. According to Jack Messman, 

“Online learning is rapidly becoming one of the 

most cost-effective way to educate the World’s 

rapidly expanding work force.” 
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 Online teaching is a most popular method of teaching 

in Modernization. Meanwhile it also more favored form of 

distance education. Moreover, In past decagon that it has 

a higher education. Online learning is a method of teaching 

information through internet. Distance learning has a 

expansive pre-history, 

“Many people who already have a suitable 

teaching qualification, such as a PGCE 

(Postgraduate Certificate in Education) but have 

no experience in EFL choose to take a distance 

course because the certificate itself is not as 

important for them.”(TEFLD40) 

 Distance learning afford the subsequent benefits such 

as Teacher and Student can learn from anywhere , 

feasibility of engaging more specialists in simultaneously in 

one work station. In online learning consists some critical 

issues that is depend upon the occupancy of tutor to 

assure the efficacious presence of learners. Moreover, 

Gadgets are must one for this type of learning. Finally, 

both methods are efficient. Classroom teaching is 

applicable for all types of class students. Because Tribal 

students climb a hill to access Internet for online classes. If 

there is a power cut, they do nothing without current. So 

that students were struggling to attend their classes. 

Whether they were more cell to wers, it makes the student 

to faceless difficulty to attend the online classes. 
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